Handicapped Accessible Parking in Downtown Frederick

Pursuant to Maryland Motor Vehicle law #13-616, if a vehicle has valid handicap tags or hangtag the vehicle may park on a regular parking meter for twice the time of the meter. Example: a two-hour meter would be 4 hours of parking at no charge with a valid H/C tag or hangtag.

The red Loading Zone meters are for commercial loading and unloading for the hours of 6AM-10AM. After 10AM they become regular parking meters and a person with a valid H/C tag or hangtag may park on them for twice the length of the meter.

No handicap parking is allowed in the long-term loading zone spaces.

All the City of Frederick parking garages are handicap accessible and have H/C spaces on each level. All patrons who park in the garages pay the prevailing rates.

Church St. Deck
17 E Church St.
10 HC Spaces, 2 are van accessible.
4 spaces on the 1st level southside.
2 spaces van access on 1st level North Side
2 spaces on the 2nd and 3rd levels.
Height restrictions apply on this older garage.

Court St. Deck
2 N Court St.
9 HC spaces, 5 are van accessible.
4 spaces on the 1st level.
1 space each on levels 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 by elevator.
Height restrictions apply on this older garage.

Carroll Creek Deck
44 E. Patrick St.
13 HC spaces, 2 are van accessible.
7 spaces on the 1st level, 2 are van accessible.
2 spaces each on levels 2, 3 and 4.
Height restrictions apply on this older garage.

West Patrick St. Deck
138 W Patrick St.
16 HC spaces, 5 are van accessible.
4 spaces on the 1st level, all van accessible.
3 spaces each on levels 2, 3 and 4.
2 spaces on 5th level.
1 space on 6th level van accessible.

East All Saints St. Deck
125 E All Saints St.
3 HC spaces, 3 are van accessible.
3 spaces on the 1st level van accessible.
1 space each on levels 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Pursuant to Maryland Motor Vehicle law #13-616, if a vehicle has valid handicap tags or hangtag the vehicle may park on a regular parking meter for twice the time of the meter. Example: a two-hour meter would be 4 hours of parking at no charge with a valid H/C tag or hangtag.

The red Loading Zone meters are for commercial loading and unloading for the hours of 6AM-10AM. After 10AM they become regular parking meters and a person with a valid H/C tag or hangtag may park on them for twice the length of the meter.

No handicap parking is allowed in the long-term loading zone spaces.

All the City of Frederick parking garages are handicap accessible and have H/C spaces on each level. All patrons who park in the garages pay the prevailing rates.
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